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PARTNER UPDATE
My Special Treasure Educational Center MST-EC  is a ministry focusing on children coming from 
dangerous and at-risk areas, primarily in the dump of Chimaltenango. This ministry started with a few 
children and only three elementary school grades. Right now, they have pre-school, elementary, middle 
and high school. 

In 2015, the ministry struggled with the decision of closing the school or keep providing the service to 
children and families. The Lord worked out miracles to confirm the continuity of the school. This is where 

od brought New Beginnings Community Church into the partnership to support the operations of  
MST-EC and provide stability to continue with their ministry to the children and their families. 

Since the partnership began, there are several areas of the ministry that have improved and have greatly 
benefited the children and families. These areas are nutrition, formal education, counseling, and Bible 
curriculum.

NUTRITION
Before the partnership, the school was only able to provide a snack or only a drink for some days 
throughout the week. After the partnership bought consistent support to the school, a full breakfast is 
provided for all children and teachers every day. Beyond it ust being food, this is a great opportunity to 
improve nutrition within families and assure better results in education and general development. 
Children pay more attention in classes, they all have the same 
possibilities for learning, and are attending school well fed. This 
program is also improving cases of extreme malnourishment and 
preventing children from facing facing other diseases. There are 
children that do not want to miss school because of the breakfast 
served in the morning. 
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ORMAL EDUCATION
Sponsorship money has provided stability so the staff could have materials to teach, and for the 
children to do their homework. Practically this translates into, before NBCC came into the partnership,  
MST-EC was only using paper sheets and pencils to work with children in classrooms. Children now 
have access to notebooks, pens, pencils, coloring pencils, crayons, markers, different kind of papers, 
etc. As well as these purchases over the last year and a half:

a) or classrooms, the school purchased 3 new white-boards In the first year.
b) This past fall tables and chairs for preschoolers were bought. hich allows 

the teacher to work in different activities, and motivate fellowship and 
friendship in a more organi ed way.

c) Tables and chairs for the feeding program.
d) Speakers and microphones for devotionals, meetings and general activities.
e) Desks for classrooms.
f) Photocopier for use at the school.

Beyond the physical ob ects, there is the mental stability, safety and confidence in teachers and leaders 
of the ministry. They found a new motivation to start looking for donations and other donors for  
education. The school was also able to find more donors for salaries for most of the teachers since they 
were continuing with the program. Other donors saw the improvements at the school, and decided to 
support them. 

The stability this partnership has provided the school led them to open one more grade in pre-school 
part of the uatemala system of education , gradually open Middle School and now High School in the 

current 201  school year. This is not only to reach more children, but continuing to follow one of MST-
EC's main goals, which is empower children and provide education all the way through igh School.

In uatemala, the biggest drop in school attendance happens between th and th grade, and then a 
second drop in school attendance happens at the beginning of igh School in 10th grade. In 
marginali ed areas dropout rates are higher, so for the MST-EC graduating children from th grade and 

igh School becomes a great achievement. 

The igh School system in uatemala re uires formal education: science, math, physics, etc., combined 
with trade school. MST-EC decided to combine this as an opportunity to execute the Succeed phase of 
their development by adding multiple vocational trades at the school. Children attending high school at 
MST-EC are being trained in: Carpentry, Car mechanic repair and Bakery.

v Carpentry: This pro ect is running with basics, learning how to use the tools and making some 
utensils and furniture needed at the school, so the children can practice. The class created the 
stage used for the 9th grade graduation at the end of the 201  school year. This vocational 
class was funded through NBCC in 201 .
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v Bakery: This training seeks for the same goals as the previous one. The girls in the bakery class will 
grow their skills to be able to work in a local bakery, or make some products at home and start 
their own business. The chef who is leading them is teaching them a complete set of skills ranging 
from how to prepare the food to how to plate the food in an attractive way as though they are 
working in a restaurant. The idea is to e uip them with tools for their future, so they can generate  
income and provide for their families or pay for their own tuition. As they prepare food as a class,  
then they sell it after school as their classmates are leaving in order to create income to purchase 
the needed supplies and food for their next culinary creation the following week.

v Car Mechanic Repair: A trainer from a well-known trade school in uatemala INTECAP  is 
symbolically working at the school for a small monthly offering. e has a lot of experience, a private 
car mechanic shop and teaches at the trade school during week days. The trainer created a 
curriculum for the school in case someone else is training in the future. e also is training the 
students with two different purposes:
P A student will learn enough so he can start working after high school in a car mechanic shop 

in the area.
P A student will learn enough to be able to continue with Mechanics in College. In this way, a 

student after leaving the MST-EC can work during week days and attend college during 
weekends probably being able to pay for their own education.
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COUNSELIN
A big impact in the last year at the school is because of this program. Sponsorship money is making it 
possible to have a half-time teacher and half-time counselor at MST-EC. This process has become a 
powerful tool to find harmful situations among the teenagers and work with them.

a) This program is helping find cases of children being abused at home in different ways  so the 
staff counselor, pastor and directors  can work specifically with that child or siblings and with 
their family.

b) ind out trending situations among teenagers that are pushing them to hurt themselves, 
damage other people and get involved in destructive activities: gangs, drugs, alcohol, sex.

c) Identify common practices at home or the school that are damaging a student.
d) uide better topics for devotionals, trainings or other information for students and parents.

Due to this program, the meetings for parents are shifting to parent trainings for them in 201 . There 
will be meetings only for training, devotionals or other talks, then there will be separate meetings for 
school-related topics. 

I LE CURRICULUM
This year through sponsorship money it was possible to purchase a new Bible curriculum and the 
material needed for students and teachers to lead. I m ere  is a curriculum developed for Latin 
America to be used in public schools where Bible principles are the core and practical activities are 
included in it. 

This curriculum runs through 5 key units: Identity, ealth, Community, Environment and Economy. 
These principals keep the essence of the Bible taught in a practical way for little children, grown children 
and teens. I m ere  program faces topics the teens at the MST-EC are struggling with, so this is perfect 
for their needs. 

Teachers were trained in a time set aside on March 29, and material has been delivered at the school. It 
will be integrated into class time starting in the first week of April of 201 . 
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UTURE ISION O  T E MINISTRY
SUR I E
Supporting Physical, Emotional and Spiritual Needs

v MST-EC needs to cover their administrative operations: salaries, office supplies and rent.
v eep providing for the feeding program as key for the whole ministry and development of children.

T RI E
E uipping ulnerable Children and Communities for uture Success

v The school is moving to a phase where they will have their own building which is going 
to give them the benefits of:

P Not spending money on rent and using that money for other purposes.
P A permanent space that will not have a time-line associated with how long they can be, which in 

turn gives consistency to the students, staff and leadership who no longer need to look for other 
building alternatives as rental contracts end.

P Creating pro ects with the right space, not being afraid of someone else s ownership of the space 
or investing in improvements in a rented space.

P Run a formal trade school during afternoons and weekends as an income generating activity for 
the ministry. Possibly hire the best students in the vocational classes at the school as trainers.

v This will be an ongoing pro ect that takes the focus for multiple years, as parts of the building are built in 
phases with opportunity to purchase more land ad acent to the current property for agriculture and 
future buildings. They are working on the blueprints and final budget from the architect to start 
construction as soon as possible. There have been individual donors through opeChest, as well as 
through NBCC and the donor network that My Special Treasure Educational Center has in place. All of 
these sources have come together to make this project a reality that had been previously unimaginable.

v An additional goal for 201  is a need to improve the computer lab in order to serve the students better. 
There are resources to be used in country, but additional funds will be necessary to complete it.

SUCCEED
Opportunity Through Long-Term Sustainability

v eep training students in vocational trades, so they can become independent and able to provide for 
themselves once out of the ministry.

v Make for each vocational training a future income activity for the ministry: carpentry shop, car mechanic 
shop and bakery. Theses pro ects will need to be established as a separate enterprise for taxes and other 
legal purposes, and to be able to compete in the area with other businesses.

v In 201 , a short-term income generating activity is going to take place:
P Leadership will start a production line of different cleaning soaps to sell. This is an opportunity to 

grow and enhance their administration skills and pro ect management in business practices.
P This activity will motivate the children to sell the soap and create profit for themselves. Out of the 

profit: 50  will going to the school to support production and 50  is going to the student to teach 
business skills. MST-EC is exploring the possibility to combine this activity with a savings group 
among the students.
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OPPORTUNITIES OR PARTNERS IP
This partnership through sponsorship is providing for the basic needs of 
the ministry. This is the only partnership that keeps direct 
communication and specific information of each child. There are no 
other sponsorship activities going on at the school attaching one child to 
a sponsor. 
There are other donors supporting: rent, salaries 0  of staff , eventual 
donations of food, eventual donations of school supplies, as well as 
supporting the costs of new building and purchasing of land.
Opportunities for NBCC to be involved through partnership with My 
Special Treasure Education Center during 201  include:

v Staff training: If the church has teachers, we would like help to train our teachers on behavior 
management, teaching techni ues and other topics the trainers can suggest.

v Counseling training: A professional counselor could work with our counselor, so she can grow in 
her skills and processes that can be applied to the children and youth. As well as therapy for her 
and assisting her in breaking down specific cases she is working on. Professional collaboration is 
difficult in our setting, and this would be a great benefit to our counselor.

v Parent training: elp our parents to hear a different perspective on how to create a positive 
environment at home, make good decisions and create love among their children. There is a long 
list of opportunities to teach to the parents, because we need to strengthen relationships at 
home so the children can grow in a better space. e would value our partners oining us in this 
to deepen our relationship.

v orking with our teens to increase leadership values:
P Training for teens on different topics: hygiene, sexual education, social media, etc.
P Team building activities, counseling sessions, leadership training, and service 

opportunities in their community.
v Relationship:

P MST-EC wants to keep developing relationships with NBCC and travelers through training, 
group activities and leadership meetings.

MISSIONS
Luis and Vane are excited and expectant for God to continue to unite NBCC and MST-EC in 
partnership through partner visits that would grow the health of their families and students. They have 
set aside June 21-July 5 to welcome their friends from NBCC, as well as invited them for the graduation 
of the 9th graders on October 18, 2019. These are needs they have for the summer mission dates:

v Focus on the building project as a priority and funds needed for completion. 
v Maintaining high sponsorship percentages so monthly funds stay consistent.
v Survival needs to support the nutritional program and administrative needs.
v Enhancing trade skills through vocational classes for high schoolers.
v Soap Production System and creating a savings group among the students.
v Future income generating projects once we have increased our experience in business 

practices through Soap Production. Our next project would be a sublimation and screen 
printing business in a few years.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Sponsorship Funds contribute to needs of the ministry, but in some situations Sponsorship Funds are 
not able to cover all of a ministry's needs throughout the year. 
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SUSTAINA ILITY 
Sustainability looks different in each ministry, community and CarePoint. Within those differences sustainability 
could be achieved within a ministry, family or individual student. Dignity through ob creation and empowerment 
through education are core values of sustainability. 

At the MST-EC, the development plan goals in the first year were to reach SUR I E goals, which provided basic 
services to the children to assure their wellbeing. It was a year of growing into the support they received from 
NBCC, freeing them from thinking a week at a time and moving them into dreaming of possibilities for the next 
year. 

In the second year, there was a combination of continued programming of the nutrition program, setting the 
foundation for adding more grades to the ministry and several medical issues that took a large amount of focus 
by the MST-EC leadership. The Medical Fund created by NBCC was a significant support to the students.

This third year of partnership is allowing them to move more confidently into T RI E programs, which can 
provide a way to develop children, teachers and staff to impact the students and their families. e see this in 
the additional grades being added to the school each year, excellent vocational classes and teachers being 
trained to grow their skill sets. 

All the factors involved play an important role in a holistic and organic development. That is the reason we want 
to assure the leadership is being developed within their own community, among peers, friends, church 
members, families and challenges that will make them stronger as leaders. This organic development differs 
from year to year, and is dependent on foundational infrastructure being built that will possibly change the 
vision and outcomes within their goals. The largest example is the focus, resources and time that have been 
directed to the land purchase and building pro ect to provide a more stable location and more opportunities to 
grow sustainable pro ects like income generating activities. 

Ultimately, for MST-EC sustainability is to enable the students to become independent once they leave 
the school, so they can seek further education and to have tools to look for ob opportunities beyond the dump.

v Taking children out of the dump, and their future families through them, is a success for MST-EC.
v Empowering and providing tools for girls to continue their education with College is a success for the 

ministry, since girls usually get pregnant and leave school at a early age.
v Teaching skills so youth can provide for their families and themselves is key for the ministry, because 

they will become independent and self-sustainable to not need a ministry like MST-EC in the future.

THE   NEXT   THREE   YEARS
The school itself is not going to become self-sustainable very soon. This is a slow and organic process that needs 
to take place, so their development and sustainability is secure. For example, the Soap Production System the 
school is planning to run this year is going to give them experience in how a business works and what their 
weaknesses and strengths are in that business. This process is going to prepare them for bigger projects and in 
the future to keep producing for their own programs. 

Keeping an open mind through changes in plans for the future will be key, as the leadership focuses on owning 
their own building, yet at the same time keeps all of the important programs running. A partner like NBCC will 
provide stability to their current programs, so the leadership can focus on the future vision and bigger projects 
like the new building and future income generating activities.

Over the next three years, the partnership of NBCC will be significantly valuable to the future of the ministry. 
Sponsorship Funds that come from the sponsors at NBCC provide consistency to the programming that is 
imperative in order for the leadership to move forward with the building project. These consistent funds take the 
burden of costs for nutrition and medical needs, as well as administratively running the school off the shoulders 
of the leadership as steps are taken to build a firmer foundation for the future through owning a building. Over 
the next several years as the property is built out and the school can begin running on the new property, the 
opportunities to create spaces for new businesses will increase with the intent of bringing income into the 
ministry. 


